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It’s time to break the mould: a new recipe for the culinary mystery
Instead of the cozy caterer or home baker who stumbles into murder and solves the plot in a Miss Marple
sleuth fashion, we now present the new generation of mysteries.
“Captain Cooked reads like Janet Evanovich morphing into Rachel Ray while filming a Hawaiian remake
of the Perils of Pauline”, says fellow author Anne Hillerman (Santa Fe Flavors).
Captain Cooked, unlike any previous foodie writings, supplies not author recipes, but those from the top
restaurants and chefs on the Big Island of Hawai’i.
In fact, Captain Cooked is a lū`au of flavorful choices for the reader:
Gourmand--a cookbook (over 25 easy-to-make Hawaiian recipes);
Traveler--take the tour of the island;
Romantic, a young woman’s frustration at seduction and love;
Mystery --poisoning, bombings, revenge, earthquakes, terrifying cliff-hangers
Adventurer--a real treasure hunt employing GPS technology--the clues are in the book;
Political – want to talk about the Monarchy Movement & casino gaming

All tied together with the rich history and island allure of the Hawaiian culture, including art and music.

A portion of the proceeds of the retail sale of Captain Cooked will be contributed to the Food Basket –
Hawai’i Island’s Food Bank.

Following fast on the debut of the successful mystery thriller, Vegas Die, author S.P. Grogan crafts a
Hawaiian tale destined to become a classic, and in doing so creates a new fictional heroine, Madison Merlot Dayne,
who stumbles into constant and harrowing trouble.
ALL SHE WANTED – A QUIET BEACH WHERE SHE COULD GO TOPLESS.
NOT GOING TO HAPPEN.
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